Nomothetic network psychiatry: a bottom-up approach to build data-driven disease models based on risk-resilience, adverse outcome pathways, and phenome scores, and to discover new biosignature-based classifications.
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Abstract

Psychiatry remains in a permanent state of crisis, which fragmented psychiatry from the field of medicine. The crisis in psychiatry is evidenced by the many different competing approaches to psychiatric illness including psychodynamic, biological, molecular, pan-omics, precision, cognitive and phenomenological psychiatry, folk psychology, mind-brain dualism, descriptive psychopathology, and postpsychiatry. The current “gold standard” DSM/ICD taxonomies of mood disorders and schizophrenia are unreliable and preclude to employ a deductive reasoning approach. Therefore, it is not surprising that mood disorders and schizophrenia research was unable to revise the conventional classifications and did not provide more adequate therapeutic approaches. The aim of this paper is to explain the new nomothetic network psychiatry (NNP) approach, which uses machine learning methods to build data-driven causal models of mental illness by ensembling risk-resilience, adverse outcome pathways (AOP), cognitome, brainome, symptomatome, and phenomenome latent scores in a causal model. The latter may be trained, tested and validated with Partial Least Squares (PLS) analysis. This approach not only allows to compute pathway-phenotypes or biosignatures, but also to construct reliable and replicable nomothetic networks, which are, therefore, generalizable as disease models. After integrating the validated feature vectors into a well-fitting nomothetic network, clustering analysis may be applied on the latent variable scores of the R/R, AOP, cognitome, brainome, and phenome latent vectors. This pattern recognition method may expose new (transdiagnostic) classes of patients which if cross-validated in independent samples may constitute new (transdiagnostic) nosological categories.
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Introduction

For the last 200 years, psychiatry remained an arena of conceptual controversies, which are rooted back in its poor ontological and epistemological foundations [1]. Psychiatry remained in a permanent state of crisis due to methodological mistrust in psychiatric case definitions, which fragmented psychiatry from the field of medicine [2]. The crisis is psychiatry is further evidenced by the many different competing approaches and ways to understand mental and psychiatric disorders including the etiological approach of psychodynamic psychiatry, biological, molecular, pan-omics, and precision psychiatry, cognitive psychiatry, folk psychology, the mind-brain dualism, descriptive psychopathology, postpsychiatry, and phenomenological psychiatry. Moreover, the gold standard taxonomies used to diagnose mood disorders and schizophrenia are not reliable [3,4].

Recently, we employed a new approach, namely the nomothetic network psychiatry (NNP) approach, which uses machine learning methods to build new data-driven models of mood disorders and schizophrenia using all features of those disorders including etiological, context centered hermeneutic, biological, molecular, cognitive, descriptive psychopathological, and phenomenological features [3-7]. The aim of this opinion paper is to review how to build nomothetic networks using Partial least Squares (PLS) analysis and how to expose new classifications of these disorders using unsupervised pattern recognition techniques.

Folk psychology

Folk or commonsense psychology tries to explain the mental state of individuals including symptoms, cognitions, or behaviors as the outcome of everyday life psychology and daily life experiences such as pleasure, sensations, pain, common beliefs, perceptions, etc [8]. Folk
psychology narratives are embodied in psychiatric inventories, either observational interviews or self-evaluation scales, which are supposed to deliver meaningful information intended to contribute to the diagnostic criteria of the conventional psychiatric classification systems or to rating scales that measure severity of illness. Thus, structural components of current psychiatric inventories are decomposed into items (statements and questions) some of which are formulated in a folk psychology-like language. For example, items such as “I cry easily” or “I feel down and depressed” are borrowed from folk psychology. In a futile effort to translate these symptoms into a more technical and medical jargon, such as depressive mood for instance (anhedonia and dysthymia), those items are then scored on a 4 or 7 degrees Likert scale so that the total score may resemble a statistically digestible entity. In this manner, common sense folk psychology expressions are converted into “diagnostic” statements without any reference to independent validators. The most common “state” dependent clinical measures or inventories in psychiatry remain folk psychology narratives with some window dressing for statistical purposes. What is missing in such perspective is the biological, neuronal, and cognitive basis to better understand the existing phenomena in psychopathology, which is declared on the agenda of post-modern psychiatry.

Mind-brain and mind-body dualism

There are two main intellectual frameworks which outline the rationale behind the scientific enterprise in psychiatry. The first is psycho-physical dualism which is supposed to drive the advances in psychotherapy and psychosocial interventions in mental illness. Mind-body dualism is the theory which proposes that mental phenomena are non-physical or that not all mental entity is physical. As such, mind and body are at least in part separable entities [9,10]. The common
psychiatric approach is essentially focused on what might be described as “mind” in terms of the mind-brain debate.

The second is the physicalism stance, which considers that everything is physical [11]. Physicalism and materialism are implicated as a primary assumption in influential advances in psychiatric research including biological, molecular, and pan-omics psychiatry, functional neuroimaging, and cognitive science [12].

**Localizationism and dynamic psychiatry**

Early efforts initiated by the Wilhelm Griesinger and the Wernicke-Kleist-Leonhard schools tried to consolidate psychiatric nosology using organic etiological factors [13]. These early theories, associated with the notions of localizationism, culminated in the works of Karl Wernicke and Karl Kleist and Maynert-Wernické’s connectionism. Psychodynamic theories, initiated by Sigmund Freud, and later versions of psychoanalysis, applied a conceptual organization of psychiatric syndromes based on a psychodynamic etiologic approach but remained grounded on the tacit assumptions of psychophysical dualism. However, attempts to bring together the disparate etiological explanatory models of psychodynamic paradigms and localizationism and clinical diagnoses proved to be inefficient in the long run. Neither of those views offered consolidated and sustainable pictures of psychiatric diagnoses applicable in the medical practice.

**Descriptive and phenomenological psychiatry**

Descriptive psychopathology or psychiatry focusses on readily observable behaviors and symptoms, rather than on underlying psychoanalytic or organic etiologies. Phenomenological
psychopathology focuses on the patients subjective, own lived experiences of selfhood, space, time, body, and mind [14].

Current gold standard psychiatric classifications are based on descriptive and phenomenological psychopathology, including the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) and the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) taxonomies. These case definitions are derived from cross-culturally diverse, even sometimes unique criteria [15], established ex convention by professional bodies like the American Psychiatric Association (APA) and the World Health Association (WHO). These ex consensus-based case definitions of nosological psychiatric classes use de-contextualized narratives and descriptive features of the disorder derived from folk psychology-like self-reports by the patient and observer-based interviews [16].

Due to the missing etiological and biomarker foundations, one crucial limitation of the current classifications, such as DSM-5 and ICD-10, is their top-down manner of generation [3,4,5,16]. The structured interviews, which are used to construct diagnostic categories, actually pre-define the clinical diagnosis before other tests are performed, including etiologic, state and trait-biomarkers, brain imaging, and cognitive probes. In that regard the diagnosis remains based on controversial and value laden statements, whereas the causal and biological measures are supposed to be concomitant data, either supporting the diagnosis or not. However, no falsification or dispute of the diagnostic assumption is possible based on information from outside the data source of the clinical interview, thus precluding a top-down deductive approach [3,4,5]. It should be added that those professional bodies are most often under the influence of para-motivation from the pharmaceutical industry or other confounds which leads to deeply controversial and in the end
of the day counter-productive debates on the existence of specific case definitions of psychiatric illness.

Moreover, the taxonomies used to make the diagnosis of psychotic disorders show inadequate reliability validity as for example indicated by significant differences in the diagnoses of DSM-III-R, DSM-IV, ICD-8, ICD-9, and ICD-10 classifications [16,17]. There is considerable inter-departmental diagnostic variability in the ICD-8 and ICD-10 diagnosis [18] explaining that schizophrenia may be often overdiagnosed or undiagnosed [17]. In addition, the DSM suffers from a poor demarcation of the clinical heterogeneity present in schizophrenia [4,19]. For example, using machine learning techniques we discovered that schizophrenia consists of qualitatively distinct categories (including deficit versus non-deficit schizophrenia) [20], indicating that schizophrenia biomarker research which does not take this distinction into account is bound to fail. Also, the DSM case definitions of mood disorders including major depressive disorder (MDD) lack reliability validity [21], with MDD taxonomies showing minimal agreement between psychiatrists [22]. Furthermore, there is limited or no unification and harmonization of the DSM case definitions [18]. All in all, these taxonomies lack reliability and validity and are therefore counterproductive for research purposes [3-5,16,23-25].

**Biological, molecular and cognitive psychiatry**

A more radical physicalism theory, namely eliminative materialism, has been outlined in the past decades, especially under the influence of Churchland [26]. This theory applied to psychiatry relies on neuroscience and aims to replace the “folk” psychology vocabulary and methods on a systematic level by material concepts, namely aberrations in brain functions and neurocircuitry. Biological psychiatry aims to explain mental illness in terms of biological
aberrations in neuronal functions; molecular psychiatry explains mental illness based on molecular pathways including the effects of genes and intracellular networks; and cognitive psychiatry explains mental illness though effects of cognitive impairments and their neuronal substrates. Nevertheless, the biological, molecular and cognitive approaches turned out to be insufficient to delineate biomarker or cognitive tools that externally validate the case definitions.

Biological, molecular and cognitive psychiatry research generally uses the “gold standard” DSM/ICD case definitions of mood and psychotic disorders in top-down research [3,4,16]. These methods commonly enter diagnosis as explanatory variable in GLM analysis or analysis of variance to analyze alterations in causome (e.g. early lifetime trauma), biomarker levels, brainome data, and cognitive probe scores. The latter are entered as the dependent variables even when causal reasoning shows that they should be employed as the explanatory variables in logistic regression or other machine learning techniques, including neural networks. As a consequence, most biological and cognitive psychiatry research projects employ unreliable diagnostic classes applied in inadequate model assumptions and tested with inappropriate statistical tests [3-5]. Also, molecular psychiatry uses a similar approach when examining pathways and networks or when conducting studies which associate genetic markers with the DSM/ICD taxonomies. A newer method, namely the Research Diagnostic criteria (RDoC), developed by the NIH, tries to integrate genetic, neurodevelopmental, environmental factors, with social, regulatory, cognitive and social domains, with negative and positive valence [25]. However, also the RDoC is largely a top-down concept driven by ex-consensus commitments by experts.

Another critical point is that the entire hypostasis of eliminative materialism of biological, molecular, and cognitive psychiatry is a fragmented or “patchy” reductionist approach [27] whereby psychiatric diagnoses tend to be reduced to neuronal entities, genetic markers, plasma
biomarkers, intracellular signaling molecules, or functional MRI responses to emotional tasks. However, what is missing is the precise mapping of the genomics data, specific (causal and protective) and generalized environmental (e.g. context centered and lifestyle) factors, and phenome features in an integrated model.

All in all, the current “gold standard” DSM/ICD taxonomies are unreliable constructs and preclude using a deductive reasoning approach and, therefore, it is not surprising that biological, molecular, and cognitive psychiatry research was unable to revise the conventional classifications and did not provide valid predictions from a therapeutic perspective.

Pan-omics and precision psychiatry

Pan-omics psychiatry proposes to use systems biomedicine to decipher the complex non-linear interactions between pathways and intracellular networks that govern those pathways, and the multifactorial factors including genes and environmental factors that may trigger those pathways/networks [28]. Pan-omics psychiatry proposes to use a data-driven bottom-up approach to compute biosignatures consisting of molecular pathways and networks and symptoms as well as environmental features thereby developing pathway-phenotypes and biosignatures [28,29]. A related field is precision psychiatry, which is based on precision medicine defined as “an emerging approach for treatment and prevention that takes into account each person’s variability in genes, environment, and lifestyle” [30]. Precision psychiatry aims to transform the psychiatric landscape through a bottom-up approach applied to pan-omics using system biology and computer science to compute a biosignature, which in turn may be used in a top-down approach to help to understand domains, which differ from components but allow to construct endophenotypes [31]. Both pan-omics and precision psychiatry propose to combine cognitive neuroscience, neural circuits, big
data, molecular biosignatures, individual characteristics, physiology, and environment into a biosignature, which is a feature set defining an endophenotype [28,31]. These methods [31], however, did not intend to integrate all features of complex psychiatric disorders into a model characterized by causal paths linking causome (all possible causal factors), protectome (all protective factors), adverse output pathways (AOPs, namely biological, molecular, pan-omics, brain imaging features) and phenome (cognitome, symptomatome and phenomenome) feature sets.

**Building blocks of an integrated model of mood disorders and schizophrenia**

**Figure 1** shows a causal theoretical model applicable to mood and psychotic disorders [3-7]. Causal reasoning based on state-of-the-art knowledge of these mental disorders indicates that causome features including genes and its products including enzymatic activity as well as specific environmentome factors (e.g. early lifetime trauma) predict AOPs and the phenome of the illness [32]. Moreover, the generalized environmentome (including lifestyle, nutrition, toxins, context centered social, cultural, and political factors) should be added. Pan-omics may be employed to measure causome (genomics) and AOPs (e.g. immunomics, epigenomics, transcriptomics, metabolomics, and proteomics). In psychiatry, another important AOP component is the brainome, including in vivo histology spectroscopy and magnetic resonance imaging. Also, the phenome of psychiatric disorders is very complex and consists of various feature sets including a) staging of the disorder, as defined by recurrence of episodes and suicidal attempts, chronicity, etc [32]; b) the cognitome, namely the aggregate of cognitive features of the illness including in memory, executive functions, and attention; c) the symptomatome, namely the aggregate of observed clinical symptoms, illness severity, subtypes, treatment responsivity; and d) the phenomenome, namely the illness features as experienced by the patient [3,4].
One of the aims of our new nomothetic network psychiatry (NNP) approach is to reunify such data (a, b, c and d) into integrated illness models thereby integrating different approaches including the etiological, biological, molecular, pan-omics, cognitive, descriptive and phenomenological psychiatry, as well as folk psychology and postpsychiatry. In fact, machine learning conducted on these data will extract and select the most important features in a process referred to as feature re-engineering, selection, and learning to make the most accurate models of mood and psychotic disorders.

The pre-specified causal framework

Figure 2 shows a framework or general structure which is consistent with the underpinning theories linking a multitude of causome, protectome, AOPs, cognitome, brainome, staging, symptomatome, and phenomenome data. The selection of variables (indicators) and the concept of the framework are guided by the available theoretical knowledge, expertise, and information accumulated over the past decades and by formal causal reasoning. Nevertheless, the framework shown in Figure 2 is far from complete as for example socio-demographic data and generalized environmentome factors (e.g. those relevant to postpsychiatry) should be added to the model but are deleted from the figure for reasons of clarity. Consequently, data (facts) are accumulated to test this theoretical framework [33].

The multitude of data to be entered should first be reduced (dimensionality reduction) to a smaller number of relevant feature sets or vectors using feature construction processes [3,4]. The first step is to re-engineer the causome and protectome data into one of more new feature sets reflecting risk-resilience (R/R), namely the balance between causal and risk factors [3,4]. These R/R feature sets can consequently be used as input variables (predictors) in logistic models,
regression analysis, and neural networks to expose their effects on the downstream features of the framework (AOP and phenome data). For example, in schizophrenia, we established that R/R indices re-engineered from genome data, i.e. paraoxonase 1 (PON1) Q192R genotype combined with PON1 enzymatic activity, zonuline levels (a product of the haptoglobin 2-2 genotype), and lowered natural IgM (a protectome factor) predict AOPs (neuro-immune and neuro-oxidative toxicity pathways), cognitome (episodic and semantic memory and executive functions), symptomatome (psychosis, hostility, excitation, mannerism, negative symptoms) and phenomenome (self-rated quality of life) features [4]. In mood disorders, a new R/R index consisting of the PON1 Q192R genotype combined with PON1 enzymatic activity and early life time trauma predicts AOPs (antioxidant defenses and neuro-oxidative stress biomarkers), symptomatome (depression severity, suicidal ideation, and mood disorders subtypes such as treatment resistance and melancholia) and phenomenome (self-rated quality of life and disabilities) feature sets [3].

In the framework displayed in figure 2, the newly re-engineered R/R feature sets are entered as input variables and are allowed to predict downstream feature sets as delineated through formal causal reasoning. The indicators of all downstream concepts are represented as latent vectors extracted from a set of features in reflective models because the aim is to construct underlying constructs (e.g. the symptomatome) which explain their manifestations (e.g. all different symptom domains and phenotypes) [3-7]. The phenome feature sets are entered as output variables, whereas AOPs, cognitomone, and brainome feature sets predict the phenome and are predicted by the R/R features. It should be underscored that this method allows to reduce a large number of features to a few relevant single traits. As such, the framework displayed in figure 2 comprises one dependent variable (namely a latent vector reflecting the phenomenome) which is
predicted by seven input variables, namely the RR, AOP, brainome, and symptomatome latent vectors. This parsimonious formal causal framework can then be trained, tested and validated using Partial least Squares (PLS) structural equation modeling [3,4,5,6,7,34].

From a causal framework to a causally modeled nomothetic network.

PLS analysis allows to build pathway-phenotypes or biosignatures and train and evaluate a novel nomothetic model based on a combination of factor and regression analysis. Pathway-phenotypes may be exposed by combining for example AOPs with cognitome features into new reflective indicators of molecular paths and cognitive functions that underpin the illness [35]. Causal-pathway-phenotypes may be exposed by combining causome (for example: number of transfusions in transfusion-dependent thalassemia or TDT), AOPs (iron overload biomarkers and neuro-immune pathways as a consequence of the transfusions) with the phenome (depressive symptoms) into reflective indicators of a single latent trait, namely “depression due to immune activation as a consequence of transfusions and iron overload in TDT” [7]. Interestingly, in mood disorders, but not schizophrenia, symptomatome and phenomenome features may be combined as reflective manifestations of a single latent trait, namely the clinical – phenomenological phenome [3,4].

Figure 3 shows that the theoretical framework including new pathway-phenotypes can be trained and tested employing PLS on bootstrapped samples (e.g. 5,000) [36]. Goodness of fit should be assessed using standardized root mean square residuals to avoid model misspecifications. The validity reliability of the latent vectors (the psychometric properties) should be evaluated using composite reliability, rho-A, Cronbach’s alpha, and average variance extracted values. All indicators of the LVs should show adequate loadings >0.5 or by preference > 0.66 [36].
Moreover, confirmatory tetrad analysis (CTA) should be used to ascertain whether the LV models are not mis-specified as reflective models, and blindfolding is used to test the construct cross-validated redundancies of the LVs which tests the predictive relevance of the output LVs in the model [3,4]. Sample size determination and statistical power estimation should be performed based on a) the psychometric properties of the vectors (factor loadings) and the strength of the intercorrelations among the vectors, b) the explained variance and the maximum number of arrows pointing to a construct, or c) power analysis specific to multiple regression analysis [37,38]. These methods show that to achieve a power of 0.8 in the PLS model displayed in Maes et al. [3] a relatively small sample size of n=70-127 is sufficient. Nevertheless, larger sample sizes will yield more stable parameter estimates.

Consequently, PLS is conducted on bootstrapped samples which expose the path coefficients with exact p-values of all significant links (paths), as well as the total direct and indirect and specific indirect effects. Importantly, the indirect effects indicate the mediating effects of upstream on downstream indicators including in multistep mediating models. For example, in Figure 2, the R/R feature sets may have significant indirect effects on the phenomenome, which are mediated by the paths from AOP1 to the symptomatome or by the path from AOP2 to the cognitome to the symptomatome. In addition, also moderator (interaction) effects between 2 or more downstream indicators on upstream indicators may be added to the model which may account for possible moderating effects of age, sex, metabolic syndrome, and comorbidities. Last but not least, PLS allows to establish possible group differences in the model or paths using Multi-Group-Analysis (PLS-MGA) or permutations, which can be employed to examine differences in the model or paths, for example between men and women and between different genotypes.
The nomothetic model and the reification of descriptive illness narratives.

In summary, a bottom-up, data-driven model of mood disorders and schizophrenia may be constructed using the knowledge-based causal framework shown in Figures 2 and by ensembling R/R, AOPs, and phenome feature sets into an explicit data model, namely the PLS nomothetic network. Nomothetic indicates the tendency to generalize and to derive models (“laws”) from independent variables, which explain variations in phenomena [39]. As such, the nomothetic network approach objectivates the symptomatome and phenomenome of mood disorders and schizophrenia [3-5], and, therefore, translates R/R, AOP, brainome, and cognitome feature sets into relevant descriptive narratives. The process which reifies the abstract concepts of descriptive narratives and make them more concrete as a material or physical concept using computer science is named “reification of clinical diagnosis”. It is important to note that in contrast to pan-omics and precision psychiatry, the aim of our nomothetic network approach is not only to compute pathways-phenotypes or biosignatures, but especially to make a nomothetic network, with causal links between the building blocks of the disease.

It should be added that this nomothetic network approach, in contrast to biological psychiatry models [40,41], may pass Karl Popper’s critical rationalism test [33]. Indeed, our nomothetic networks are progressive (the model is based on all available knowledge), parsimonious (through feature reduction), changeable (other researchers can elaborate on the model and add more indicators or delete less robust features), provisional (the latent variable scores of the network will change when more pan-omics and brainome data are added), and last but not least the model is falsifiable (the network can be refuted or corroborated). In this respect, our nomothetic networks deserve validation in more heterogeneous study groups consisting of individuals with comorbid psychiatric and medical disorders.
**Discovery of new classifications based on the feature set scores**

After integrating the validated feature vectors into a well-fitting nomothetic network, latent variable scores are computed which reflect the severity of the various R/R, AOP, brainome, cognitome, symptomatome, and phenomenome feature sets. The latter may be employed in unsupervised pattern recognition methods, including clustering analysis, to expose new categories (Figure 3). Previously, we employed different clustering techniques on such latent variable scores including K-mean, K-median, and Ward’s and Forgy’s methods [3-5]. Figure 4 shows a hypothetical example of cluster analysis-generated classes, with the latent variable scores (in z transformation) displayed in a clustered bar graph. This figure shows a normal cluster with healthy control subjects and two patients clusters. The second patient cluster may be discriminated from the first cluster (and from controls) by higher R/R, AOP, cognitive and brainome, symptomatome and phenomenome scores. The first patient cluster may be discriminated from controls by increased R/R3, AOP, and phenome scores. Previously, we showed that, in mood disorders, these new bottom-up cluster analysis-derived classes are more influential for classification purposes than the top-down classification into bipolar type 1 and type 2 and major depression. As such, new mechanistic, biosignature-based, and/or transdiagnostic classes may be discovered [3,5].

Nevertheless, these new classes should be cross-validated in independent samples using other machine learning methods including support vector machine with 10-fold cross-validation or soft independent modeling of class analogy (SIMCA) [7]. It is interesting to note that our nomothetic networks computed in mood disorders and schizophrenia may contain self-rated phenomenological features (including self-rated quality of life and severity of disabilities), and, therefore, may comprise idiographic features [3,4]. Moreover, the latent variable scores not only
delineate an objective nomothetic network and new diagnostic classes, but also shape an idiomatic feature profile, which is unique for every individual. As such, adequate treatments of mood disorders and schizophrenia should target the components of the nomothetic networks (R/R, AOP, brainome) constructed in those disorders. In addition, the individualized feature profile also allows a more personalized treatment targeting aberrations in specific R/R, AOP, and brainome latent variable scores.

Summary

In this paper we explained how to use the new nomothetic network psychiatry (NNP) approach to construct new causal models of mental illness by machine learning techniques, which assemble all features of mental illness, namely risk-resilience, AOPs, cognitome, brainome, symptomatome, staging, and phenomenome scores. Partial Least Squares (PLS) analysis may successfully be used to train, test and validate those models, to build pathway-phenotypes or biosignatures, and to construct comprehensive models of mood disorders and schizophrenia which objectivate the clinical phenome of those disorders. Clustering analysis performed on all illness features reduced into latent traits may expose relevant new (transdiagnostic) classes. The reification of the clinical diagnosis of mood disorders and schizophrenia (and by inference other psychiatric disorders) using the nomothetic network psychiatry approach is an awaited achievement which constitutes a major paradigm shift in psychiatry [16].
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Figure 1. A causal theoretical model applicable to mood and psychotic disorders linking causome features (genes and gene products and environmentome factors) with adverse outcome pathways (AOP) and the phenome of the illness. The phenome consists of brainome and cognitome factors and adverse health outcomes (AOH) including in the symptomatome and the phenomenome. Moreover, staging of illness may partly mediate the effects of risk/resilience and AOPs on the phenome. Age, sex, body mass index (BMI), metabolic syndrome (MetS), tobacco use disorder, and psychiatric and medical comorbidities are frequent moderators of the effects of R/R and AOPs on the phenome.
Figure 2. A causal framework linking a multitude of risk / resilience (R/R) features, with adverse outcome pathways (AOPs), the cognitome and brainome, the symptomatome, and phenomenome of mood disorders and schizophrenia.

The R/R features are computed as a combination of causal and protective (Pro) genetic and environmental (Environ) features. The AOP feature sets are latent vectors (in reflective models) extracted from molecular or biological pathways/networks (Bio). The cognitome-brainome feature set is a latent vector extracted from cognitive test probe scores (Cog) and brain imaging (Br) scores. The symptomatome is entered as a latent vector extracted from symptom profiles, staging, and phenotypes (SS). The phenomenome is entered as a latent vector extracted from phenomenological data.
Causome, Protectome, AOP, Cognitome, Brainome, Symptomatome, staging, and Phenomenome data

Causal reasoning prespecified framework
input and output features, causal paths, multistep mediation, moderators

Partial Least Squares pathway analysis

Latent constructs: reliability, replicability, CTA, Blindfolding
Overall model fit
Significant paths, MGA

NOMOTHETIC NETWORK

CLUSTERING ANALYSIS TO DISCLOSE NEW CLASSES BASED ON ALL NN FEATURES
Table 3. Nomothetic Network Psychiatry. Use of Partial Least Squares (PLS) analysis to construct nomothetic networks (NN).

Clustering techniques are conducted on the latent variable scores to expose new diagnostic classes.

AOP: adverse outcome pathways; CTA: confirmatory tetrad analysis; MGA: multi-group analysis.
**Figure 4.** Results of a hypothetic clustering analysis. The latter is performed on all feature sets of the nomothetic network shown in Figure 2, including risk resilience (R/R), adverse outcome pathway (AOP), cognitome-brainome (Cog-Brainome), symptomatome, and phenomenome latent variable scores. The latter are displayed as z values in a clustered bar graph in healthy controls (HC) and patients divided by cluster analysis.